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A message from
our Managing
Director
The past twelve months have forced many businesses to
adapt and evolve to meet a challenging trading environment.
The impact of successive national and regional lockdowns,
as part of the UK’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic, has
tested the mettle of even the most seasoned business owner.
Yet despite the difficulties faced by so many
business owners, perhaps the hallmark of
entrepreneurship is how businesses respond and
adapt to the challenges posed. Our mission over the
past twelve months has been to equip businesses
with the vital financial support needed, not only
to successfully navigate their way through the
challenges posed by Covid-19, but to help them lay
the foundations to build a brighter future.

Perhaps what those figures don’t tell us are the
considerable efforts that have been made by so
many business owners to safeguard their futures.
Behind those figures are stories of triumph in the
face of adversity, businesses that faced the prospect
of closure being able to successfully re-invent
themselves, supply chains protected and perhaps
most importantly of all, over 1200 jobs safeguarded
and created.

In March 2020, Finance For Enterprise was appointed
as a delivery partner to the British Business Bank’s
Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme, and
I feel incredibly proud of the efforts of every single
member of the Finance For Enterprise team and the
role they played in helping businesses to access the
vital financial support required at the times when
they needed it the most.

The work delivered by Finance For Enterprise over
the past twelve months illustrates that the need for
alternative finance has never been greater. Although
the impact of Covid-19 is likely to continue to affect
businesses for some time yet to come, I feel we can be
proud of the support we have provided and confident
that our efforts will make a significant contribution to
the region’s road to recovery.

When we talk about social impact it can be incredibly
easy to view this simply in economic terms. The year
2020 saw Finance For Enterprise invest over £15m, the
largest amount of money we have loaned in a single
year, resulting in more than £80m being contributed
to the local economy.
Over the past year, Finance For Enterprise surpassed
some incredible milestones. We celebrated the
delivery of our 1000th Start Up Loan, one of 69 new
business owners who defied all odds to follow their
dreams and embrace the opportunities available
through entrepreneurship.
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2020 » 2021:
Our year in numbers
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299

287

Jobs safeguarded
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Businesses
assisted

297

69

£80.41m

£15.15m

Loans agreed
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Breakdown
of lending
Loans made during the year:
During the past twelve months Finance For Enterprise
has supported a total of 287 business, including 69 new
start-up companies.
The volume of loans delivered

however the average Start Up

during 2020-21 remained high

Loan delivered by Finance For

during difficult circumstances.

Enterprise increased slightly, when

Total lending during the year

compared with the previous year.

increased from £10.65m to £15.2m.

The total value of loans granted to

The number of new businesses

SMEs during 2020-21 increased by

supported reduced this year, from

43%, compared with the previous

124 in 2019-20 to 69 in 2020-21,

financial year.

Lending breakdown
FFE Capital » £11.59m (£7.90m)
Start-Up Loans » £1.89m
(£1.88m)
NPIF » £1.66m (£0.87m)

Lending breakdown (value)

NPIF

FFE Capital
Start-Up Loans
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Coronavirus Business Interruption Loans
As part of the UK Government’s measures to protect

the number of loans granted within the Humber

businesses, the Coronavirus Business Interruption

(encompassing North East Lincolnshire, Lincolnshire

Scheme was announced by the Chancellor in March

and East Yorkshire) and the East Midlands.

2020. Finance For Enterprise became an accredited

Funds provided to businesses through the CBILS

lender under the British Business Bank’s Coronavirus
Business Interruption Scheme (CBILS) in April 2020.

programme were funded using a combination
of Finance For Enterprise’s own capital and in

Under the CBILS scheme, Finance For Enterprise

collaboration with the Northern Powerhouse

delivered total of 140 loans between £25,001 and

Investment Fund.

£250,000. As in 2019-20, we saw an increase in
CBILS (number of loans)

CBILS: Value of loans
South Yorkshire
Humber & Lincs
North Yorkshire
West Yorkshire
North West
North East
East Midlands
West Midlands
London
South East

South Yorkshire
Humber & Lincs
North Yorkshire
West Yorkshire
North West
North East
East Midlands
West Midlands
London
South East

Start Up Loans
Despite the clear challenges facing new businesses

trading for less than 12 months at the beginning of

over the past twelve months, Start Up Loan lending

March 2020 were unable to receive Government grant

provided by Finance For Enterprise helped to

funding which was made available as part of the UK’s

create 69 new businesses, with 157 Start Up Loans

response to the Covid-19 pandemic. Whilst levels of

supported.

enquiries for start up loans remained at a consistent

The volume of loans delivered during the current year

level, it clear that many aspiring entrepreneurs have

showed a small increase on the previous year and the

adopted a ‘wait and see’ approach towards starting

average loan value was £12,070.

new businesses.

It is perhaps worth noting that anecdotal evidence

Nearly half of all loans granted were for start-ups

has suggested that businesses which had been

based in Sheffield.

Start Up Loans (Number of loans granted)

Start Up Loans (Value of loans granted)

Sheffield
Doncaster
Rotherham
Barnsley
Derbyshire
Nottinghamshire
North East Lincs
West Yorkshire
Other
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Doncaster
Rotherham
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Lending reach
This map illustrates locations throughout the UK where businesses
have benefitted from Finance For Enterprise lending and brings all
forms of lending activity delivered during 2020/21.
We delivered a total of £15,154,954 in new loan funding, an increase
of more than £4.6m when compared with the previous year.

Breakdown of loans by region:
Sheffield City Region » £4.41m
Hull, East Yorkshire & Lincs » £4.01m
East Midlands » £1.92m
South East » £1.35m
North West » £0.89m
Leeds & West Yorkshire » £0.88m
York & North Yorkshire » £0.77m
London » £0.7m
West Midlands » £0.12m
North East » £0.05m
Wales » £0.02m

Breakdown of loans –
Sheffield City Region:
Doncaster » £2.17m
Sheffield » £1.68m
Barnsley » £0.4m
Rotherham » £0.16m
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Investing
in growth
Humber-based Hull Boxes &
Packaging helped retailers
take advantage of the boom
in online sales during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Specialising in the manufacture of bespoke corrugated

a £100,000 Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan, which

cardboard and plastic containers, Hull Boxes &

was jointly funded by Finance For Enterprise capital

Packaging saw demand for its packaging products

and the Northern Powerhouse Investment Fund.

boom, as many of its retail customers moved their

With funding in place, Hull Boxes & Packaging was

operations online.

able to purchase a new die cutter as well as gluing

Operating from a 30,000 sq ft production facility, the

and stitching machines, critical to meeting the rising

company identified a need to invest in the machinery

demand for its packaging products.

used to produce its product range and Finance For

As a direct result of the investment secured, the

Enterprise stepped in to provide the vital funds needed
to support the cpital expenditure as well as providing
working capital to overcome supply chain problems.
Working with experienced Senior Investment Manager

company is on target to see turnover rise by nearly
£500,000. It has also successfully created three new
jobs and is planning to recruit a number of new
apprentices to its workforce.

Tim Daniels, Hull Boxes & Packaging successfully secured

The process was simple and straightforward and as a direct result of the funds we’ve
received, we’ve been able to expand our workforce and we’re also hoping to lay the
foundations for future growth by creating new apprenticeships next summer.
Richard Britton, Managing Director, Hull Boxes & Packaging

Richard Britton, Managing Director, Hull Boxes &

Tim Daniels, Senior Investment Manager, Finance For

Packaging said:

Enterprise said:

“When the first national lockdown was announced,

“As more and more businesses invested in online

like many companies, we had to change our

sales, demand for packaging boomed during

operations overnight. Many of the businesses we

lockdown, but for businesses like Hull Boxes &

supplied switched from supplying retailers to

Packaging, this brought about additional pressures.

delivering directly to customers. Our business was

“The support has helped Richard’s business to enjoy

working at full capacity and we recognised that in
order to continue to meet demand, it was vital to
upgrade some of the machinery we were reliant
upon.”
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a record year of growth, and the funding provided
by NPIF and Finance For Enterprise has helped the
business to adapt and successfully evolve during a
particularly challenging time for many businesses.”
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Economic impact
£80,414,622
The total value added to the region’s economy arising
from Finance For Enterprise activities during the year.*

£235,761,733
The total value added over the last five years.*
*The method of calculation has been developed by Responsible Finance with responsible finance
providers across the UK. It is used by community finance organisations which provide:
BUSINESS LOANS

PERSONAL LOANS

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE LOANS

HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS

It is based on existing evidence, using data collected

and society and it is not a cost benefit analysis tool.

by responsible finance providers and defines the

The calculation is underpinned by a relevant and

value of a small set of core outcomes. It does not

robust evidence base, which has undergone a peer

currently capture the full range of impacts that

review process.

responsible finance providers have on the economy

Impact calculations
£8,720,120

£71,604,022

£80,414,622

Start-up lending

Value added loans to

Value added financial

established businesses

advice to individuals

Gross benefit:
Every £1 invested in a start-up business delivers

In an established business, this rises to an

an average cost ratio benefit of £4.60.

average of £5.40.
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Social impact
According to a recent report published by
Responsible Finance, more than 200,000 viable
small businesses each year are unable to secure the
funds needed to grow. At Finance For Enterprise
we understand that when small and medium sized
businesses are able to access the financial support
they need, society wins.
From job retention and creation to supporting local

needed to help businesses to innovate, when small

supply chains, as well as providing the vital funds

businesses prosper, society wins.

BAME-led businesses
27

15

15

Businesses led

Jobs created

Jobs safeguarded

Women-led businesses
95

69

270

Businesses led

Jobs created

Jobs safeguarded

Over half of the businesses we support are located

As a responsible and ethical lending provider, we

in the top 35% deprived Local Super Output Areas

understand the importance of being able support

(LSOAs) or in the Top 50 deprived Local Authorities

businesses at the times when they need financial

based on measures of deprivation including income,

assistance the most.

employment, health, education, access to services,

We are also committed to supporting areas of society

housing and crime.

which are under-represented within the business

We are committed to helping SMEs unable to access

world. Over the past twelve months, Finance For

financial support from traditional high street lenders,

Enterprise has helped to create and safeguard 348

as well as nurturing the talents of new entrepreneurs

female-led and BAME roles.

as they take the first steps in building and growing
their business.
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Investing in society
Former haulier Michael Fisher stepped into the driving seat of the
long-established Stallingborough Farm Shop in February 2020, the
funds provided by Finance For Enterprise not only helped to fuel
his entrepreneurial ambitions but enabled the business to quickly
adapt to the challenges posed by Covid-19.

Founded by Michael’s father-in-law John Money over

He discussed his plans for business with Grimsby-

thirty years ago. The Stallingborough Farm Shop

based Investment Manager Jane Cusse who helped

supplies a wide range of locally sourced produce.

him to secure the vital funds needed to acquire and

However the business faced an uncertain future when

grow the business further.

John decided it was time to hang up his apron and

Jane helped Michael and his wife Maria to secure

enjoy a well-earned retirement.

£40,000 which was raised by two Start-up Loans and

Feeling that he’d seen more than his fair share of

topped up by funds provided directly by Finance For

traffic jams and contraflow systems, Michael decided

Enterprise. The funds enabled the husband and wife

to step into the hot seat and put his own mark on the

team to purchase the business and its stock. As the

business. Only one thing stood in his way: raising the

business adapted to the challenges posed by the

vital capital needed to acquire the business.

Covid-19 pandemic the funding enabled them to

Michael contacted Finance For Enterprise

acquire three vans in order to expand the company’s

for help.

home delivery service.
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Investing in society
continued
Since expanding its delivery service, the

and how quickly the business would need to adapt.

Stallingborough Farm Shop has enjoyed rapid growth.

The financial support we received from Finance

Michael and Maria have hired nine new members

For Enterprise helped us to manage our cashflow,

of staff to meet increased demand for its locally

particularly during our first few months of trading

sourced produce. Michael is now planning to continue

when we didn’t know how lockdown would affect

expanding his delivery fleet and setting his sights on

the business.

growing the business further.

Jane Cusse, Investment Manager at Finance For

Michael Fisher, Owner of Stallingborough Farm

Enterprise said:

Shop said:

“The retail sector was particularly hard hit during the

“I always liked the idea of running my own business.

Covid-19 pandemic, but Michael and Maria spotted an

When the opportunity arose to secure the future of

opportunity to build and diversify their new business

the business and give my father-in-law a long and

and they seized the opportunity.

well-deserved retirement plan, it seemed like the

“Despite working in a challenging business climate,

perfect opportunity. Only one thing stood in my
way, finance.

Michael and Maria’s hard work has really paid
off and the amount of positive feedback they’ve

“I knew from the outset that running my own

received from their customers is a testament to

business would be a challenging and exciting

their dedication and hard work. The Farm Shop is

journey, but when we signed on the dotted line last

something of an institution in Grimsby and it’s great

February, little did we appreciate just how much

to see that its future is in safe hands.”

“When I told a friend about my plans, he suggested I should contact Finance For
Enterprise. Our Investment Manager Jane was amazing, The support we received
enabled us to continue trading by delivering the fresh produce to the doors of
our customers throughout the pandemic. As a result, we’ve managed to grow the
business and create new jobs, something I feel incredibly proud of.
Michael Fisher, Owner, Stallingborough Farm Shop
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Investing in
innovation
Laser Additive Solutions works in the cutting edge field of laser
technology. Funding from Finance For Enterprise helped the
Doncaster-based company to deliver ground-breaking research
within the nuclear industry.
In autumn 2020, the company was appointed as

Having enjoyed a significant period of growth prior

the lead member of a research and development

to the Covid-19 pandemic, Mananging Director Peter

consortium to investigate how innovative laser

Brown is confident the support his business has

technology could be harnessed within the nuclear

received from Finance For Enterprise will not only

industry, helping to minimise risk and present cost

help to continue delivering its unique research but lay

savings during the construction of nuclear power

the foundations to explore new market possibilities for

stations.

the technology.

Recognising the new project would require a

Peter Brown, Managing Director, Laser Additive

significant investment in raw materials, as well

Solutions said:

as needing to build a special facility within the

“We’re working at the cutting edge in an emerging

company’s headquarters to house the specialist

industry that presents some very exciting

equipment used during the research programme, the

opportunities. However, as the sector we’re working

company turned to Finance For Enterprise to support

in is a relatively new one, this has presented its own

their future growth plans.

challenges when it came to raising the funds we

Finance For Enterprise helped Laser Additive

needed. I’ve worked with Finance For Enterprise

Solutions secure a £105,000 Coronavirus Business

since I started the business back in 2014 and when

Interruption Loan Scheme. Since securing the loan,

we needed additional financial assistance –

Laser Additive Solutions has successfully built a new

a combined impact of Covid-19 as well as the

laser process cell which will be used as part of its

need to purchase the vital raw materials for our

R&D programme, as well as welcoming two new staff

research programme, I didn’t hesitate to approach

members to its workforce.

them again.”

We received our funds within a matter of weeks, which helped us to put our plans
into practice quickly. As a result of the investment we’ve received, we’ve been able
to install a new facility in our workshop to support the demands of our research
project as well as recruit additional members of staff to help us manage our
workload more effectively.
Peter Brown, Managing Director, Laser Additive Solutions
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Investing in
innovation continued

Paula Foreman, Operations Manager, Finance For

cashflow, potentially stunting his future growth

Enterprise said:

plans, so he reached out for advice.”

“It’s been terrific to see how Peter’s business has

Today, Laser Additive Solutions employs five full-time

evolved and grown since we first helped Laser

members of staff and counts Siemens, Rolls Royce

Additive Solutions launch back in 2014. Today, the

and Strathclyde University amongst its growing

company has established an excellent reputation

client base. The SonicSMR project is a 12-month

in its industry and has forged a diverse client-base,

collaborative R&D project funded by the Department

which illustrates the potential offered by their

for Business Energy and Industrial Strategy and aims

pioneering work.

to address the challenges posed by using metal

“Despite the clear success Laser Additive Solutions

additive manufacturing in the nuclear industry.

has enjoyed in recent years, Peter was acutely

Consortium partners include the University of

aware that the additional demand for raw materials

Sheffield’s Nuclear AMRC, Brunel Innovation Centre,

and new equipment would place pressure on his

IVY-TECH and Taraz Metrology.
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What they said...
In my experience, many lenders often tend to look for reasons
why not to lend to a business; Finance For Enterprise’s approach
was incredibly refreshing. My Investment Manager provided
constructive feedback on the application, kept us updated throughout
the process and within a matter of weeks, my client was able to draw
down the vital funds his business needed.
Sharon Cook, Choice Businss Loans

We were approached to fulfil an order which
was three times larger than a typical one and
we knew it would place significant pressure on our
cashflow. Having worked previously with Finance
For Enterprise, we called upon them for help.
From the outset Finance For Enterprise understood
our business model and helped us to secure the
funds we needed to fulfil our orders. The time taken
between securing a lending decision and being able
to draw down the funds happened within just a few
days. As a result, new products are now rolling off
our production line and will be quickly distributed to
hospitals; something which wouldn’t otherwise have
been possible.
Marina Wittey, Financial Director,
Extrupol Packaging

As a result of the support we’ve received from
Finance For Enterprise, we were able to continue
meeting demand for PPE equipment throughout
2020. Consequently, we have been able to help
many organisations who are working in the frontline
battle against the virus, including care homes, local
authorities and the NHS, enabling them to make
significant cost savings. We’ve also been able to create
additional jobs in our business, and to date we’ve
supplied more than 28 million PPE products to date.
Trent Peek, Director, CCM Group
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What they said...
I knew launching a business would be a big step,
especially considering the impact of Covid-19.
I knew I had the technical skills and experience
to work as a plumber. I was apprehensive about
approaching Finance For Enterprise for funding,
especially as you hear so many stories about viable
businesses not being able to secure lending, but my
Investment manager made the process really simple
and straightforward. Within just a couple a weeks, I
received a call telling me my loan had been approved,
and I was able to secure the vehicle I needed really
quickly. Since then I haven’t looked back and I’ve
steadily built up a strong local customer base.
Richard Adlington, Owner of Radlington PHS

Having being turned down by a high street
bank we were initially concerned that we
wouldn’t be able to access the finance we
needed to purchase and upgrade the equipment
we required to get started. Thankfully they
recommended the services of Finance For
Enterprise. There had been a local village butcher
on the site for over 100 years. With the Start Up Loan
support we’ve received from Finance For Enterprise,
we’ve been able to successfully adapt our business,
investing in vital new equipment to accommdate
changing tastes and eating habits.
Richard Lambert, Owner, Mae’s Butchers Shop

I knew how important it was to maintain a
healthy cashflow during our first few years of
trading if the business was to succeed, although we
could have never predicted the impact Covid-19 would
have on our business. The funds we secured from
Finance For Enterprise helped to provide us with a
cash buffer, whilst we waited to find out whether we
would be eligible for additional Government support.
It proved to be a lifeline and without the help we
received from Finance For Enterprise, I doubt whether
our business would have survived.
Anna Louise Wesley, Owner of Only Way is S66
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ONLINE

CALL

www.finance-for-enterprise.co.uk

0333 014 3455

